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Seeking integral community
in an ecological age . . . .

“Ecozoic” means “house of life.” An “Ecozoic Society” means a society of life.
* * *

The “Ecozoic Era” is a time of mutually enhancing relationships
among humans and the larger community of life.

* * *
The “Great Work” is living the promise of the ecozoic.

* * * * *

In this issue: “Transforming: Future Love and Future Wisdom: The Dawn of Divine Reunion” by
August T. Jaccaci.

TRANSFORMING: FUTURE LOVE AND FUTURE WISDOM: THE DAWN OF DIVINE REUNION

August T. Jaccaci, General Periodocity: Nature’s Creative Dynamics

Chapter IV

Transforming: Future Love and Future Wisdom: The Dawn of Divine Reunion
(reprinted with permission of the author)

Though it was inevitable, still it is truly amazing that the necessary wisdom within us and among
us is evolving, that humanity is awakening to the realization that the universe is made of love, by love, for
love.

Like the delightful surprise of meeting an old friend, a whole new unforeseen stage in our
species evolution is upon us from within us. The realization about love is uniting humanity with all life in a
new sanctuary of common understanding and behavior. We are maturing into a global indigenous culture
wherein all our endeavors are becoming one seamless web of sanctity. It is a brilliant creative and
sacred world culture unified for infinite diversity. It bends in common action like all our human fingers,
while it expresses infinitely different patterns like all our fingerprints.

For love is infinite in experience and meaning. How could it not be? It is the source, substance
and future of all being. So if we would build a world culture, let us build it on a web of love and it will be
both ephemeral and timeless, momentary and enduring.
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The universe, born in a burst and light and sound, should have faded to silence and returned to
darkness like a match in the night. But love broke the symmetry and light remained. Light carried love
into matter in that first instant. Light is bound love. Matter is bound light. We are made of the gift of light
from the first instant. The material substance of our bodies began at that birth moment of the universe.
We are now entirely made of the primal intention and substance of the universe.

By the primordial principle of conservation that energy can neither be created nor destroyed, the
break in symmetry became a debt to conservation and love. That debt took the form of gravity. The
gravity which binds and forms the cosmos is matter's memory that once was light. Gravity serves to hold
the debt of broken symmetry so that light and matter may return to love from whence they came.

We too are love returning; we are returning life to love. And we are just now consciously
awakening to that purpose, to our future love and future wisdom.

We have a new cosmology emerging, a new tool for understanding and using the workings of
the universe. Cosmology, the study of the origin and order of the cosmos, has always given us our
founding tools for the creation of civilizations. Newton's action-reaction cosmos gave us the science and
industry which now both enhance and threaten life on Earth. Einstein's relativistic cosmos gave us
atomic and light technologies, which now also enhance and absolutely threaten life on Earth. It is clear
that we are the creators of our cosmologies and solely responsible for their intention and outcome. The
universe is so vast it will answer any cosmological question we put to it. Newton asked: "What are the
principles of motion and action?" Einstein asked: "What are the meanings of time and moving frames of
reference?"

It is now time to ask the universe a new cosmological question: "What is love?"

No longer is it the job of one man alone to ask, but the job of all humanity. No one needs to be a
physicist to ask about love, only a lover. And every man, woman, and child is a lover. Animals and all
other life forms are lovers too. But they do not have cosmologies; they are cosmologies. Thus humanity
has arrived at the moment of creative responsibility. We are all awakening to a moment of conscious
intentional relationship with the universe. Dominance and control of nature and the world environment is
a stage of youthful assertiveness we are now transcending. Once again we are coming to understand
that the world environment and the world economy are the same thing. Native cultures and farming
cultures have always known this. But for a few hundred years, within the haze of the new process of
industrialization, we have forgotten our small reverent part in the vast scheme in nature. It is now a
source of illumination for us that the astronauts looking down on Earth or back at it from afar all fall in
love with her each in their own way with their own reverent language which always transcends the
manmade divisions and struggles that rack our lives down here on the surface. The astronauts are
calling to humanity to join the family of life in a wider universe and to honor the beauty and sanctity of our
home planet Earth.

Meanwhile there is an acceleration in human learning. We can feel it in our personal lives. There
is a purification going on. Our intentions and actions and those of others are being ever more rapidly and
openly understood by the world culture. This understanding frees us and helps us find and create more
ideal intentions and behaviors.

To assist our learning, we have our whole species evolution past, present, and possible spread
out around us in the settings and stories of the Earth. On almost every continent of the Earth, all our
stages of development are present. Native cultures live the lives of hunters and gatherers, which they
have done since our beginnings tens of thousands of years ago. Farming cultures, our next evolutionary
stage, emerged within the last ten thousand years. Science-based industrialized cultures evolved within
the last two hundred years. And now electronic information and communication cultures that began only
sixty years ago blanket the planet. Each new culture with its new cosmological dynamics and new tools
gains power and control over all the earlier forms of culture. This sequence of dominance is inevitable,
and as each shift occurs, we have been brutal to the older hunter, farmer, and factory worker members
of our human family.
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The geometric acceleration of cosmological and technological change has become so visible
that we have reached the point where we must take full conscious responsibility for creating our new
cosmology and for the compassionate evolving of human culture and human life. That creative act of
responsibility is happening now. This time is our awakening to the meaning of human life. It is our
emergence into the planetary renaissance of our species.

Einstein's equation E=MC
2

establishes light as the natural harmonic frequency of the physical universe.
We have built atomic, electronic and light technologies and a world culture of fear and hope on that
universal truth. Now it is time to ask, "What is light?" and, "Why is light"? And what is our next cosmology
and world culture? Will it be built on the invisible eternal truths whose realm is beyond the speed of light?

In numerous recent experiments it has been proven that while our brains work on electronic and light
impulses, our minds are different. They are instantaneously everywhere in the universe wherever we
direct them without the necessary traveling time of light and electricity. The human mind and soul live in
the timeless eternal realm of the universe. And while light is the natural frequency of the physical
universe, love is the natural frequency of the timeless eternal universe.

Some people report seeing an idea flash over the top of a person's head as it goes from the timeless
realm into the realm of physical visible behavior. This flash of light, in cosmic dimensions, is the same
event that formed the physical universe. The idea of love changed realms and flashed into light and
matter to form the universe. Love left the timeless, eternal realm of infinitely high vibration and slowed
down to become the visible manifest realm of light and matter. A similar process occurs when high
frequency inaudible radio waves are stepped down and slowed down through a crystal to form the waves
that create and carry airborne sound that we can hear from a radio. The process works to increase speed
also slower sound waves can be traduced into radio waves that travel, at the speed of light.

Now in the purification process going on throughout humanity our individual consciousness is being
speeded up. It is an awakening of our body's natural frequency upward toward resonance with the
universal frequency of love. As we purify our hearts and our intentions, our emotional, mental and spiritual
consciousness is more free and open to vibrate at the higher frequency of love. The frequency of love is
the source of lift and permeates every cell in our bodies, but it takes a purifying and release of the lower
rhythms and drum beats of meaning that detain us and control us to allow the higher harmonic of love to
ring clear in our hearts, minds and souls.

Meditation and prayer are two of the best ways to empty out the lower vibrations so that the primal grace
of love in our beings can ring forth. Meditation and prayer are how the great spiritual leaders in our history
have found the truths that help to inspire and guide us. And in this way, those in monastic and spiritually-
centered lives have dedicated themselves to servant leadership for us. They are holding the future of our
conscious wisdom. We now are beginning to understand that the benevolent use of spirit in our lives is
the next stage of human evolution. Our entrance into that next stage of consciousness is the purpose of
our newly forming cosmology and its complementary spiritual technologies. We are building the arch of
human triumph. With a new sacred social architecture, we are creating a way to move into future love and
future wisdom, our divine inheritance and our spiritual fulfillment.

* * * * *
The mission of CES is to offer a vision of an ecozoic society and

contribute to its realization through research, education and the arts.

To become a member of CES, send a letter to CES at 2516 Winningham Road, Chapel Hill, North
Carolina 27516, USA, with your contact information and dues. Dues for each calendar year are
US$35 (individual or family); outside USA, Canada and Mexico, add US$10. Sustaining Member

US$135. You may also pay your dues online at www.ecozoicstudies.org.
Contributions are welcome.

http://www.ecozoicstudies.org/

